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There are projects that can change the city skyline and become a 
symbol of its development.
There are office buildings that can change the image of the 
companies and further promote their prosperity.
There are attractive locations, which over time will become more 
attractive and lively.
These types of developments are rare to emerge on the market 
and are bound to be successful.

Sofia Business Tower is one of them. It is an innovative building, 
which will give a new pulse to its occupants and their 
businesses.
Sofia Business Tower is a mixed-use development, which has 
office, retail and entertainment areas It consists of a 24-storey 
high-rise office tower (Block A), 8-storey low-rise office blocks 
(Blocks B and C), a 4-storey retail and entertainment Gallery, 
and 4 levels of underground parking.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Total area of plot: 8 412 sq.m
UPI II: 7 597 sq.m
UPI III: 815 sq.m

Built-up area: 6 330 sq.m
Total built-up area: 91 750 sq.m
Highest point of the building: 104 m

SOFIA BUSINESS TOWER
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Sofia Business Tower is situated in one of the most attractive 
areas in Sofia on Bulvd. Tsarigradsko Shose.
It is a major link to the Ring road and Trakia highway which 
connects Sofia to Plovdiv and Istanbul. It is the main traffic 
artery that links Sofia Airport through Blvd. Brussels, as well 
as, some of the most populated districts in Sofia, which 
accommodate more than 400 000 people.
Blvd. Tsarigradsko Shose is by far, the only real urban 
highway in Sofia.
The features of the location, being close to Sofia Airport, are 
a crucial factor for the local office tenants and their foreign 
business partners.
There aren’t many locations, which have the benefits of 
having a direct link to the airport and at the same time to the 
city centre of a European capital within a 10 minutes car 
journey.
The public transport network in the area is also very well 
developed.
Within 700 m around the building there are 3 public transport 
stops accommodating 11 bus lines and 2 trolleybus lines.
One bus stop away is located an existing stop for the 
underground network in Sofia.
There are proposals for a further development of the subway 
network in Sofia to the third perimeter of the city, which 
would also include the location of Sofia Business Tower.

Access time to Sofia Business Tower by car:

- Sofia Airport - 7 minutes
- City centre - 10 minutes
- Ring road - 7 minutes
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NORTH EAST CITY SCAPE

VEHICALS ENTRANCE

LOADING/ SERVICE RAMP

PEDESTRIANS ENTRANCE

Entrance to
underground

parking 

Entrance to
underground
parking 

Entrance
to UPI III

Main
entrance

Entrance B

Next to Sofia Business Tower have been constructed large 
scale projects which attract thousands of visitors and 
employee every day: The Mall, Europe Trade Centre, Mega 
Park, Hotel Novotel Sofia.
Developing and building the Sofia Business Tower project in 
the area is expected to transform the location into the 
biggest functioning business and retail cluster in Sofia. 
The easy access to the site from the main directions - the 
city centre, Sofia Airport, Mladost district and the ring road 

(Plovdiv) is possible by the existing traffic infrastructure and 
the nearby road junction.
There are four pedestrian entrances on the ground floor 
level of the building, two vehicle entrances to the 
underground car parks and a cargo entrance to the loading 
and service ramp. Two additional entrances, linking the 
Sofia Business Tower to the nearby Sofia University building 
are designed as an option. 
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Sofia Business Tower 

The concept of the building is based on a balanced approach 
towards the five main factors of the successful contemporary 
architecture and design. 
All of these five factors: Functionality, Technology, Economy, 
Ecology and Aesthetics, were researched in depth and analyzed 
in order to shape the main design tendencies in office and 
commercial buildings. The data gathered from this research 
was then applied over the development of the concept for Sofia 
Business Tower, in order to achieve a balanced and 
harmonious relationship between each component.

The well considered design and integration of different 
functional units within the project will create a synergy effect, 
which will increase the efficiency and prosperity of the 
companies located in Sofia Business Tower. 
The space optimization and the well considered functional 
structure of the project will lead to higher incomes for the 
developer, costs optimization of the investment, low 
maintenance costs over and longer lifespan of the project.
All of the above suggests that Sofia Business Tower is a 
successful investment project. 
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 Shape with
 corners 90°

Shape with
round corners

Perimeter:
161,96 M 

Area
1771  SQ. M.

Area
1771  SQ. M.

Perimeter:
169,84 M Visually elongating the building

 Shape with
 corners 90°

High pressure wind load around the
corners of the shape 

Better wind flow and low pressure
wind load around the corners
of  the shape

Shape with
round corners

Geometry

A great attention has been given to the development of a 
specific strategy for low-energy consumption and high-energy 
efficiency of Sofia Business Tower.
The building was designed considering some passive energy 
strategies, which provide highly effective and energy saving 
solutions, but on lower cost, and without the use of   expensive  
high-tech systems with unproven long-run efficiency.
A simple sustainable design solution is the use of round 
corners, instead of sharp edges in the corner of the building.
This simple solution decreases the perimeter of the building 
and respectively the heat loss through the façade of the 

building, with up to 7%.
This design approach improves the aerodynamic qualities of 
the high-rise tower, which leads to lower wind load on the 
façade and the structure, and respectively to lower 
construction cost.
Most of the roofs are designed as Green roof systems with 
planted vegetation. The use of Green roofs provides additional 
thermal insulation between the building and the surrounding 
environment. It also helps the rain water drainage against 
overloading.
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The facade solution is based on the streamline 
adaptive facade concept. This concept 
contributes to the improvement of the interior 
environment in the building, protecting it from 
the negative external environmental factors.
Several different facade systems are 
developed, taking into consideration the 
different external conditions caused 
by/according to the facade  orientation, the 
height and the negative environmental factors 
affecting the building. The different facade 
systems are carefully designed, in order to 
achieve an  overall unified/ united visual 
appearance of the facade.
Most of the facade systems are modular. The 
facade modules will be assembled in a factory 
and then transported and installed on the 
construction site without the use of 
scaffoldings. In this way, the quality of the 
facade  will be improved, as well as the 
thermal, water, vapor and noise proofing. The 
construction time schedule will be also 
optimized. A different building systems could 
be integrated in the modules - ventilation 
through the facade, sunlight control system, 
facade  lighting.
Some parts of the facade are designed as a 
double-skin facade  system, specially 
developed for highrise buildings. This system 
includes integrated solution for natural 
ventilation, as well as operable 
sunlight-control louvers.

Double skin facade glass curtain 
wall system with integrated blinds

Fixed louvers integrated in the 
facade

Space between the double skin and 
the single skin facade

Mechanically operated blinds 
integrated in the facade

Glass curtain wall facade 
with fixed lovers

Alluminium openings for the 
ventilation on the service core
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Environmental factors affecting
the facade
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according to the environmental factors
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Facade detail

Three main negative environmental factors, that have an impact on 
the interior environment trough the faсade, were researched: 
overheating by the sunlight, external noise, unfavorable view.
According to the concentration and amount of impact of these 
factors, also according to the height and orientation of the building 
were taken actions in order to minimize the negative impact on the 
facade.
Two levels of protection are integrated in the facade  – opaque 
facade elements and operable louvers.
On the first level of protection are introduced opaque elements with 
an additional layer of thermal and sound insulation. Three different 
types of facade modules with varying percent-age of transparency 
were designed. 
Via different combinations between the types of facade modules can 
be achieved an optimal percentage between opaque and transparent 
parts of the facade  according to impact of the negative 
environmental factors.
On the second level of protection has been introduced a system of 
operable louvers for solar control incorporated into the facade 
modules. The louvers can also be integrated into the BMS.
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DETAIL SECTION OF FACADE 1 

01.Curtain wall facade
system

Exterior integrated
mechanicl blinds  

02.

03.Triple glazing

04.Suspended ceiling

05.Ventilation and
climate control system,
lighting system, sprinklers 

06.Raised floor

07.Electricity,
telecommunications
equipment

DETAIL SECTION OF FACADE 2 

01.Ventilation opening
in facade  

02. Integrated blinds

03.Suspended ceiling

04.Ventilation and
climate
control system,
lighting system,
sprinklers

05.Opening window

06.Double skin glass
cladding facade

07.Additional layer of
insulation 

08.Louver, daylight
control system

 09.Raised floor

10.Electricity,
telecommunications
equipment

The office spaces have been designed using only 
high quality materials for the suspended ceilings 
and raised floors.
The horizontal distribution of the building systems 
have been integrated in the suspended ceilings 
and raised floors.
The electricity and telecommunication systems 
are integrated in the raised floors. The 
air-conditioning, ventilation, lighting, fire 
detection and sprinklers systems are integrated 
in the suspended ceilings.

This allows a greater flexibility in the 
arrangement of the office layout according to the 
specific needs of the tenants. 
It is possible to upgrade or develop further the 
existing building systems with minimal 
construction interventions.
The option to use modular partition wall systems 
is provided, as well as traditional methods for 
construction of dry wall and glass partition walls.
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The space can be transformed
into an Open space type area  

The floor can be divided into smaller
offices- 36 sq.m each

Sofia Business Tower has 22 office floors.
The building has four communication cores - Block A, Block B, Block C and 
UPI III. This design characteristic provides quick access to entire building and 
allows each block to function individually.
From the 1st office floor up to the 4th office floor the low-rise blocks (Block, 
B, C and UPI III) and the high-rise tower (Block A) are interconnected. This 
allows the formation of larger office units, having up to 3500 sq.m floor area.
The main advantage of the floor layout is that it provides a great flexibility to 
be organized different types of office spaces, either open space offices or 
corridor type offices with separate cabinets.

The office space can also be divided every 1.35 m by using division walls 
perpendicular to the facade.
The building systems are designed to accommodate up to 150 workplaces 
on each floor in the tower and up to 500 workplaces on each floor, from the 
1st to the 4th floor.
All working places have access to daylight from the facade and quick access 
to evacuation stairs in case of an emergency, according to the most up to 
date Building Regulations.
A sufficient number of toilets and sanitation spaces have been designed 
according to the maximum building population.
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Staircases
Offices

Communication core

Communication core and
emergency exits layout

High rise tower

Low rise volume

Elevators core in low rise volume
5x 1600 kg

Elevators core in low rise volume
4x 1600 kg

Elevators core in low rise volume
1x 1600 kg

Elevators
2x 1000 kg

  

        Block А             Block В            Block С
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Electrical room
High rise volume elevators core
Low rise volume elevators core

Service elevator
Sanitary spaces

Staircases
Shasts  

There are 14 high-speed elevators designed for the office part of the 
building: 9 passenger elevators and 1 cargo/emergency one in 
Block A (the high-rise tower) and per 2 passenger elevators in 
Block B and C.
Each elevator has the capacity to accommodate from 13 to 23 
people and intelligent destination control system.
In order to increase the access comfort and decrease the traffic 
time, the elevators in the tower are divided into 2 groups – lower 
and higher.

People circulation

Main core 

People circulation
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U2

There are four underground levels in the building. The first 
underground level is partially open to the facade, due to the 
inclination of the terrain.
The first underground level accommodates the in/out 
entrances to the underground parking, a loading ramp, 
storage spaces, technical and service spaces. There are 
also few retail units at the level of the terrain, facing the 
adjacent street. There are 78 parking spaces for visitors at 
that level.
On levels -2, -3, -4 are situated underground parking, 
service and storage premises.
The underground parking can be accessed through two 
double-lane ramps. A traffic control systems will be 
installed In order to achieve easy orientation in the parking.
The total number of parking places is 675. From the 
underground parking, the visitors and employees can 
access the ground floor levels by using escalators or one of 
the three elevators.
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A system of three ground floor levels is designed in Sofia 
Business Tower.
A variety of mixed used spaces is located at these levels: 
building’s main entrances, lobbies, receptions, banks’ office 
spaces, restaurants and retail spaces.
The main entrance is oriented towards Blvd. Tsarigradsko Shose. 
There are two more secondary entrances oriented to the South- 
East. Several retail units have separate entrances directly on the 
façade.
The negative environmental factors affecting the building due to 
its close location to the urban highway excludes the option of 
creating an open-roof public space. For that reason, a series of 
spacious indoor public areas are designed on the three levels of 
the ground floor. They will accommodate, redirect and distribute 
the different flows of visitors and employees inside the building.

The retail units inside the building are grouped in three storey 
Gallery. In order to provide flexibility and to meet the needs of 
the tenants, the area of the rental units varies from 15 sq. m to 
1000 sq. m.
Children’s center, gym and a SPA centre, a health and beauty 
centre have been designed on the third level of the ground floor.
A separate exhibitions space and a large conference room, 
which can accommodate up to 100 people, are located next to 
the Gallery in order to accommodate different type of events.
On the second level is located the main reception desk of the 
building. The main lobby and the elevators’ core of Block A are 
situated next to it.

Legend:
Main entrance
Secondary entrances
Employees’entrance
Exit for vehicles
Information retail gallery
Bank
Retail spaces area
Food court/ Cafes
Offices space
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www.aaa.bg22. 

www.aaa.bg

The high-rise tower has been designed as a classic office tower with 
central core and offices in the periphery.
All vertical communications, such as: elevators, staircases, technical 
and service spaces are located in the core.
Therefore, the periphery on each floor is free from heavy structural and 
technical infrastructure and ready for office spaces with a direct access 
to natural light.
This decision allows more flexibility in the office floor layout and it can 
be applied either to a traditional office space with corridors and rooms, 
or to an open space office.
In the office tower each floor can be arranged in a large number of 
variants for interior layout.
On each floor could be build from 1 to 6 offices with direct entrance 
from the elevator lobby. The office area could range from 140 sq. m to
1 300 sq. m.
There is an option to build even smaller offices, up to 30 sq. m each, 
which shares a common circulation corridor area around the core.
The lower group of elevators serves office floors from the 1st to the 
11th. The higher group of elevators serves office floors from the 11th to 
the 22nd.
The top floors in the tower are very suitable for exclusive offices with 
amazing view to Sofia and the mountains.

Plan offices in the tower
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